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Details of Visit:

Author: ZNK42
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Fri 20 Nov 2015 13:30
Duration of Visit: 2 Hours
Amount Paid: 600
Recommended: Neutral

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Agency Allure
Website: http://www.agencyallure.com
Phone: 07077088861

The Premises:

Upscale apartment very close to Waterloo station. Somewhat messy, but then that's not really the
focus of the visit! Upstairs bedroom area was tidier. Shower okay, not the best, takes a while to run
hot, but as I said - nitpicks, really. Was asked to wait outside for her to come down and meet me
due to the building having a swipe-card security system. Again, not a problem, just a little unusual.

The Lady:

Matched photos very well - a short but perfectly formed, well-spoken young lady. Lithe and very
pretty with lovely long hair.

The Story:

My experience with Arabella was something of a mixed bag. Physically, she is very pretty, exactly
as in her photos, age perfectly accurate, clean and well-groomed, everything you'd expect.
However, the first topic of conversation as we headed up to her apartment was the fact that she'd
been at lunch with the other Allure girls as it was 'fee hand-in day'. Hardly the best thing to keep the
(admittedly paper-thin) ruse that what was to follow wasn't simply transactional. She continued to
mention agency-related business at points throughout - if I'm with a lady I've seen a few times
before, this doesn't bother me in the slightest, but for a first meeting... not ideal.

Showered, got on the bed, we soon started kissing - Arabella doesn't hold back, 'DFK' is definitely
an apt description. We mutually undressed and wonderful OWO to completion followed.

Some chat before round 2, where we had sex in various positions, with Arabella certainly seeming
to enjoy the action. More chat (partially wrapped up in the blanket for warmth, which was very nice!)
and then some mutual masturbation and round 3 (various positions, ending in doggy).

All very nice, so why the neutral, you're probably thinking?

Well, apart from the stuff about mentioning the agency and other girls, and how important it was for
her place to look good lest people leave bad reviews with Allure, there... didn't seem to be much
depth there in terms of personality. I didn't get the impression it was a mental mask or that she was
'playing a role', although my perception could be off. It was almost certainly a case of not 'clicking',
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but Arabella seemed somewhat limited to discussing the importance of buying expensive shoes for
escort photoshoots, and how important having the 'right things' was in her social circles. I tried to
(gently!) segue into other generic, general, non-personal topics, but didn't feel much engagement.

I'm fully aware that the conversation isn't the important part of these meetings, but it does definitely
add to the overall experience for me - personally, I prefer someone a little more down-to-Earth. I'm
sure for someone else she'll be amazing, but not for everyone, I don't think.
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